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A groundswell of complex events around the
globe have made discussion surrounding the
Western-Eurocentric, often prejudice-laden
notion of »Blackness« even more relevant and
controversial in recent years. Social conflicts in
Western societies that were long thought to have
been overcome—such as those in the United
States, for example—have sparked new awareness among members of the Black community
and simultaneously brought the idea of a global,
polyphonic Black* culture (the »Black Atlantic«)
to the fore. Coined in the mid-1990s by British
sociologist Paul Gilroy, the term »Black Atlantic«
advances the idea of a »Black consciousness«
that continually absorbs and modifies elements
of white Western society even as it bears the
heavy legacy of slavery. These ongoing intercultural processes have given rise to new, unique
forms of Black cultural expression. Coming to
terms with one’s own cultural heritage at pace
with the times is also reflected in the work of a
young generation of artists who have adopted
this new (self-)perception of Black people.

The works of invited artists Sandra Mujinga
(b. 1989, Goma, Democratic Republic of the
Congo), Paulo Nazareth (b. 1977, Governador
Valadares, Brazil), Tschabalala Self (b. 1990,
New York City, USA) and Kemang Wa Lehulere
(b. 1984, Cape Town, South Africa) grapple with
still-difficult aspects of gender, skin color, descent and sexual orientation in their re-spective
home countries. At the same time, they themselves act as direct agents in and witnesses to
changing societal views of the Black community.

*»The term Black as used in connection with human
beings is capitalized in the following to make it clear that
this is a constructed classification and not a real »characteristic« owing to the color of an individual’s skin. Blackness
in this context does not indicate an actual or assumed
»ethnic group«, but is also connected to the shared experience of racism and being perceived in a certain way.«
(Translated excerpt from the Glossar für diskriminierungssensible Sprache [Glossary for the Use of Non-discriminatory Language], Amnesty International)

The installation »Matric 2015« (2018) combines
a number of elements that have become part of
Wa Lehuler’s artistic vocabulary including (German shepherd) dogs made of porcelain, simple
everyday objects such as shoelaces, glass bottles with secret paper messages, and objects that
have been divorced from their intended purpose
altogether. One example can be seen in the
salvaged school desks here, which the artist has
reconfigured and combined with piano mallets.
A key aspect of »Matric 2015« is the subjective
idea of the past in the form of one’s own childhood and the historical dimension associated
Kemang Wa Lehulere
»Gladiolus«, 2016
with the instrumentalization of school education
Courtesy of the artist and Stevenson, Cape
during apartheid: While the shoelaces allude
Town and Johannesburg
to a bird-catching method widely used among
children and young people in South Africa, the
Room 1
school desks point to the apartheid government’s
historical decision to establish Afrikaans, a lanThe work of Kemang Wa Lehulere processes guage predominantly associated with the counand reflects both his own ambivalent experien- try’s white middle class, as a compulsory requices as a Black artist and the wounds South
rement for school attendance. The Black middle
African society has suffered as a consequence class’s opposition to this discriminatory political
of apartheid. His critical appraisal of the manner decision ultimately culminated in bloody riots in
in which Black artists are historically classified
1976. Wa Lehulere’s work paints a pessimistic
in the Western-determined art canon manifests picture of the South African school system during
as a questioning of established approaches to
apartheid, as did not fully fulfil its actual role as a
interpreting African art and its archiving. The
place of knowledge transfer for society as a whowall carving »Gladiolus« (2016) addresses the le. Discrimination against the Black middle class
difficult legacy of apartheid, referencing a speis symbolized by the German shepherd-guarded
cific event in the 1970s that has almost been
rolls of paper in the glass bottles, a metaphor for
forgotten in South African society: Moved by a
school education that remained unattainable for
spirit of solidarity, Black citizens in Cape Town
(Black) children.
organized a march on August 11, 1976 to commemorate a violently suppressed uprising in
the Soweto township (Johannesburg) just two
months before. The uprising led to the deaths of
Black schoolchildren at the hands of special units Room 2
of the South African apartheid regime. Tragically,
the demonstration organized as a peaceful reSandra Mujinga was born in the Democratic
action to the bloody suppression in Soweto also Republic of Congo, grew up in Norway and lives
came to a violent end. While the Soweto incident and works in Berlin and her hometown of Oslo.
is now commemorated with a public holiday,
One of the main topics in her artistic work ,are
Youth Day, the August 11 solidarity march has questions of identity and the ascripitions concerlapsed into obscurity. Wa Lehulere has transla- ning with it. In her musical performances, films
ted this dark day in South African history into the and the phantasmagorical seeming sculptures of
hand or finger positions used in sign language. In fabric these subjects come up.
this way he makes visible a widespread ignorance in South African society. »History,« the artist Mujinga’s series »Camouflage Waves 1–3«
explains, »is a fragile construct that is threatened (2018) features schematic, black-clad humanoid
at all times by forgetfulness and ignorance, ma- figures realized as inkjet prints on plastic film.
king it difficult or even impossible to understand Camouflage is already evoked by the title and is
historical events.«
one of the central themes in the artist’s work.

Sandra Mujinga
»Nocturnal Kinship«1–3,2018
Installationshot Kunstverein Hannover
Photo: Volker Crone

The title of the work (Kinship) immediately suggests a fictional relationship between the individual figures which, as a group, assume an
awe-inspiring presence despite making a
somewhat contradictory impression as they
evade a clear identity assignment. Green neon
light creates an unreal atmosphere in the exhibition space and deliberately establishes references to the »green screen« technique used
in the film industry—a computer-driven method
by which any image background can easily be
replaced with another. This aspect of (boundless) interchangeability is increasingly evident in
our digital reality, where deceptively real illusions can be created at any time. In this case the
moment of artificiality is transferred to the real
exhibition space as visitors find themselves in a
»green screen«. Mujinga’s »Nocturnal Kinship
(the Costumes)« juxtaposes aspects of camouflage with phenomena from the animal kingdom
where, for example, certain animal species adapt
to new danger scenarios with unusual changes
in behavior.
Mujinga cites as elephants a specific example,
particularly their tendency to travel under cover
of night to escape big game hunts.

Part of a generation that has grown up with
digital media as a matter of course, she is well
aware of the surveillance potential that our digitalized society affords. Consequently, many of her
works deal with methods for camouflage in both
a literal and a metaphorical sense; the transparent plastic foils bear reference to the ubiquitous
transparency of a citizenery that would have a
difficult time ridding itself of these mechanisms of
surveillance and observation even if it wanted to.
The semi-transparent material intensifies the impression of phantom-like beings caught between
digital and analogue space.
Clothing as a means of camouflage appears
again in »Nocturnal Kinship« (2018), a series
that confronts the viewer with oversized, eerie-looking figures in the exhibition space. It isn’t
the clothes-wearers that draw attention here but
the clothes as such, which are made of plastic
and—falling in wide cascades—establish only
Tschabalala Self
rudimentary references to the human body.

»Mane«, 2016
Lewben Art Foundation collection
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Rooms 4 and 1a

Tschabalala Self belongs to a young generation Brazilian artist Paulo Nazareth explores the
of artists concerned with how Black people are colonial and slavery-marked history and status
portrayed in American society. Her
quo of the continental Americas. This is partly
large-format panel paintings and sculptures fo- achieved through extreme multi-year actions
cus mainly on the Black woman’s body, a
including, for example, travelling the route from
historical target of exploitation, discrimination,
Belo Horizonte (Brazil) to New York City (USA)
sexualization, or otherwise negative
on foot and documenting it in photographs (»Nocontextualization in white-dominated society.
tícias de América«, 2009-2011), or walking a
The artist’s works employ fabrics made from
former slave route from Johannesburg to Lyon
articles of clothing, complemented with drawings as he did for the work »Cadernos de Africa«
and paintings.
(2013). Nazareth, himself of African-indigenous
origin, frequently centers his work around the
Many of Self’s exaggerated poses reflect her
social construct of »identity«.  
own experiences dealing with gender and
Brazil’s societal handling of its colonial heritage
descent. The artist herself describes the depicted
sits at the heart of the film installation
figures as »avatars«—a term from the Internet
»Anthropology of the Black II« (2014). Here
and video game culture—as a reference to social
the artist himself appears as a protagonist in
media as a key site of interpersonal (»digital«)
an almost 7-minute black-and-white film of a
encounter where concepts of identities, body
performance, which Nazareth himself filmed in
ideals and also stereotypes are shaped, valia single, static camera shot. The performance
dated and redefined on a daily basis. Pictures
takes place in the criminal museum at Salvador
such as »Leotard« (2019) or »Mane« (2016) are
de Bahia, where the remains of former psyartistic reflections on the Black body; at the
chiatric patients are kept. Located in the city
same time, Self’s handing of materials forces an
of Barabacena, this institution was notorious
opening of perspective that prevents a
for the historical fact that thousands of people
one-dimensional in-terpretation.
were forcibly detained, maltreated or murdered
The artist contradicts a possible politicization of
there in the early 20th century—many of them
the depicted figures by pointing out that society
of African or indigenous origin. Surrounded by
has always politicized the Black body. This focus
human skulls, Nazareth lies down on the floor
on the theme of »Blackness« can also be
and covers his face with a white sheet of paper.
explained by Self’s personal experience of the
He then begins to place individual skulls over
marginalization of Black people’s social
his head, one after the other, almost silently,
achievements: Raised in Harlem, the artist wituntil he is gradually buried beneath them. Like
nessed the social repression of Blacks and gena shaman Nazareth tries to embrace the souls
trifi-cation of the neighborhood firsthand.
of the murdered people and, in a manner that
Self views her paintings as a way of preserving
evokes a ritual procession, restore their peace
the Black community’s merits against oblivion.
in death. The artist stresses the fact that Brazil
has »imported« more African slaves than any
other country on the American continent. Once
slavery was abolished, the Brazilian state attempted to wash away its dark colonial history
by recruiting mainly workers from Europe, which
it consequently favored over former African
slaves and indigenous peoples. Nazareth’s own
family history plays a direct role in this artwork
as his grandmother was among those who died
in the aforementioned psychiatric hospital.
Paulo Nazareth
»Banderas Rotas (Broken Flags)«, 2014/2018
Installationshot Kunstverein Hannover
Photo: Volker Crone

The Kunstverein’s large skylight hall is filled with
a total of 34 tube monitors positioned on wooden
pallets. Each of the monitors features a single
motif—waving (national) flags—in 34 different
films. The artist filmed these during his project
»Notícias de América« (News from America),
which involved a nearly two-year trek from Belo
Horizonte (Brazil) to New York City (USA).
Paulo Nazareth’s flags appear divorced from
their actual function and reinterpreted; the use
of flags in his filmic observations points to the
absurdity of territorial allocation and then pushes
it to the extreme with an installation-based
presentation as a gigantic accumulation of
individual »islands« in the exhibition space.
Much of the film material does not show a clear
picture of the respective flag, as the constant
wind makes it difficult to identify them. Detaching
the flag from its actual territorial attribution
exposes it as a transparent political instrument.
Just as weather conditions can instantly render
a flag unrecognizable, national symbols can
lose their significance and power just as quickly.
Ultimately, the work »Banderas Rotas (Broken
Flags)« (2014/2020) is an apt symbol of Paolo Nazareth’s entire artistic oeuvre, which has
always centered on the productive questioning of
man-made symbols of power.
Nazareth’s artistic approach to the American
continent also comes through in a 21-part blackand-white photo series realized as part of the
project »Genocide in Americas« (2015). As its
title suggests, the series focuses on the repression of indigenous peoples in America, but less
on a documentary historical approach than on a
contemporary, hopeful view centered around the
pla-ces and descendants of the murdered indigenous peoples. Once again the photo series illustrates Nazareth’s working method, which links
personal, historical and current events.
The multi-part, untitled poster series is part of
»Cadernos de Africa«, an ongoing project Nazareth began in 2013. Nazareth’s starting point
for the work was the idea of walking an old slave
route from Johannesburg to Lyon. The artist collected a wide variety of (supposedly worthless)
objects over the course of his months-long wanderings, including the exhibited advertising posters, which he consequently exhibits in changing
constellations.

In this sense, the work resembles a visual notebook that sketches a modern image of the African continent centuries after the historically-charged use of the route—an image that speaks less
of the violent appropriation by external forces
than of an independent history.

Sandra Mujinga
»Re-Imaging Things IV«, 2020 (still)
Courtesy of the artist, Croy Nielsen, Vienna and
The Approach, London

Room 5
Sandra Mujinga’s video installation »Re-Imaging Things IV« (2020) is based on found video
clips showing various shots of fireworks originally
published on YouTube. The artist has transformed the material by slowing down the playback
speed, turning the film clip and ultimately adding
a liquefaction filter so that the images appear as
organic, spherical formations. The resulting continuum of abstract images addresses the continuous emergence and disappearance of fleeting
phenomena that (from a mundane perspective)
resemble screensavers or relaxation videos.
And yet they also draw religious reference to
representations of the human soul in the form of
spherical vessels, a common feature of medieval
paintings. Mujinga’s central themes around the
visibility and invisibility of the individual and her/
his manifestation in the world are abstracted in
this work.

Room 6
Kemang Wa Lehulere’s installation
»My Apologies to Time II« (2016) once again
poetically touches on the topic of school
education (Room 1). Here he has transformed
benches salvaged from primary schools into
birdhouses and attached them to a scaffolding
made of steel tubes. The bird-house serves in
part as a metaphor for the positive role of the
school as a place of protection and
knowledge transfer, though it can also be seen
more negatively as an institutional instrument
for the purpose of re-education or exclusion.

Kemang Wa Lehulere
»My Apologies to time II«, 2016
Courtesy of the artist and Stevenson, Cape Town and
Johannesburg
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Opening hours
Tuesday–Saturday
12.00–19.00 h
Sunday and Bank Holidays
11.00–19.00 h
Admission
€6 / concessions €4 / members
free

Special Events
Special Events are included in the price.
Members of other art associations can join for reduced entrance prices.
Wheelchair access via the side entrance / stairwell belonging to the Stiftung Niedersachsen
Prices for Group Tours
Base fee of €70 plus €3 admission per person
For groups of students base fee of €50 plus €1 admission per person
For groups of school pupils base fee of €25 plus
free admission

Surrounding programmes
A varied supporting program has been developed to shed critical light on the underlying topic,
which remains highly relevant today. One example is Kunstverein Hannover’s hosting of the
»Summer School« organized by Leibniz University, a one-week conference entitled
»Anthropology and Contemporary Visual Arts from the Black Atlantic«.
Renowned international scholars will participate in various dialogue formats to shed light on pressing questions that arise in contemporary dealings with art objects. The »Summer School« will be
accompanied by a catalogue scheduled for publication in April 2020. (20 € / 15 € for members)
The exhibition has offered us the opportunity to invite and solicit lectures from influential voices
and important contributors of reflections on contemporary art practice from African perspectives:
Dr. Clémentine Deliss pursues in her work the thematic connection between contemporary art
and ethnology. She was artistic director of the »africa95« project at the Royal Academy of Arts in
London until 1995 and also directed the Museum of World Culture in Frankfurt until 2015; she will
speak on March 25. We also have Dr. Yvette Mutumba (curator of the 10th Berlin Biennale) and
Julia Grosse (art historian and journalist) who will speak on April 22 about their magazine
»Contemporary And (C&)«, which specifically reflects African perspectives in the global art context.
Koki – Kino im Künstlerhaus will also be hosting a diverse film program on the
»Black Atlantic« theme for the duration of the exhibition.

Art education programming for the exhibition
Sonja Anders, new director of Schauspiel Hannover Theater will be joining usfor a dialogue on
March 4 in the context of this exhibition. In assuming her post Anders has not only made a point of
hiring people of color as part of her team, she has also visibly highlighted participation and diversity with the »Universen« (Universes) program at Cumberlandsche Galerie. Beyond that, the Kunstverein is offering an extensive art education program for all age groups. Age-appropriate workshop
formats for children and young people from all types of schools are divided into four different kinds
of offerings illuminating various aspects of the exhibition. The one-week »Create – Osterferien im
Kunstverein« (Create – Easter Break at the Kunstverein) work-shop is our
contribution to the spring holiday program. Kunstverein Hannover offers a range of ways to
participate and get your creative juices flowing, whether that means attending a Kunsttauchkurs
(art-diving class) or joining in the interactive Open Space workshop (every Friday except holidays,
no registration required). Young art enthusiasts between 18 and 30 years of age are invited to participate in a comprehensive, interactive program developed by »Kunststoff«, a team
consisting of Daphne Schüttkemper, a fine arts student at the Braunschweig University of Art
(HBK) and Dani-Lou Voigt, an experimental design student at the University of Applied Sciences
and Arts in Hanover. One recurring highlight is the Open Stage event held on March 20, in which
all creatives are offered a chance to gain initial experience presenting their own work.
All presentation forms are welcome, from music to design to artwork.

